GOOD MORNING VAL DI FASSA
TODAY

Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa

TOMORROW

08/09/2015

HIGHLIGHTS

“SET MASES” RUNNING BACK TO THE
ORIGINS

Runners of "Set Mases" along the lake of Soraga (Photo credits: archive 3Esse).

One of the most popular sport events of the valley the “Set Mases”, noncompetitive race walking, reached its 41st edition. The race takes place
in Soraga and its glee mood always attracts numerous passionate and
athletes. Today at the starting line at 10 am at the Vischia de Sach park,
both professionals and amateurs meet to compete and enjoy the event.
In particular, the formers take part in the race to enjoy the clean air and
explore an amazing historic itinerary. The 8 km long path along the
Avisio river brings runners back to the origin of the village across
ancient hamlets which were the very first settlements of Soraga. The
race is organized by the Sport Association 3Esse, enrolments are open
till before the start (10€, 20€ lunch included).

Today in the valley
VOICES AND CHOIRS; THE GREAT WAR

Itineraries
FROM THE GARDECCIA HOLLOW TO SANTNER PASS

COSTABELLA - SAN PELLEGRINO/MOENA 9.30 A.M.

Reach the Gardeccia refuges from Ciampedìe along the easy path
n. 540 or by shuttle ( from the car park of chairlift Vajolet1 in Pera,
approximately from 7.30 a.m. to 6.30 p.m.) . Go on along the dirt
road n. 546 and, passed the ledge, enter the beautiful Vajolet
valley. On the left, ascend the scree through well signalled hairpin
turns and then take path n. 541, leading to Preuss and Vajolet
refuges (1 h from Gardeccia). Take path n. 584 and enter the cleft
of the Towers, proceeding cautiously as the rocks are smooth.
Arriving at Re Alberto Refuge at 2.621 m. (1 h – 2 hrs) you will find
surrounded by the Torri del Vajolet, Catinaccio and the Crode de
Re Laurin. An easy path on the scree brings to Santner Pass refuge
(0.30 h – 2.30 hrs).

Historic remembrance of the tragic events of the First World War on
the frontline at Costabella.

HOBBY MARKET
PIAZ DEL CIAMPEDEL – CAMPITELLO 9 A.M.- 7 P.M.

One of the oddest markets of the valley with the hobbyist exhibiting
their creations and collections.

MAGIC NIGHT
VILLAGE CENTRE - CANAZEI 9 P.M.

A fascinating atmosphere in the village centre lights turn down
replaced by the candle fire and sweet music.

The complete schedule of events is available in the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
AUGUST 10 10 A.M.- CANAZEI

SKIING IN THE GREEN

WITH THE RIGHT GEAR ON THE GRASS WITH THE SKI INTRUCTOR.
ENROLMENTS: SPORT CHECK POINT (PAID ACTIVITY).
AUGUST 10 5 P.M. - VIGO

LAYERS OF ROCKS

GEOLOGY WORKSHOP FOR ADULTS TO LEARN EVERYTHING ABOUT
THE ROCKS OF VAL DI FASSA
AUGUST 11 9 A.M. - POZZA

Did you know that...
At the end of the 18th Century, Alba was already connected to the
hollow of Fuciade, near San Pellegrino Pass, by a fairly popular
path. The itinerary headed to Veneto and was duty-free and
without any boundary spots, created only after 1866 (after the
second Italian independency war). The route was long but easy,
comfortable for those who had wares to carry. From Alba, this
ancient route goes up to Val Contrin and, after never-ending
screes, arrives to Cirelle pass, the only difficult passage because it
was snowed until summer. Afterwards, the track goes down to
Fuciade and to Veneto.

LITTLE SPIDERMAN

INTRODUCTION TO CLIMBING FOR KIDS (7-14 YEARS OLD) WITH THE
ALPINE GUIDES

Initiatives reserved to guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment) enrolments required by the previous day at the Tourist Offices .
Activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board
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